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The binary codes Cn (where n ∈ {1755,1756,2304,2305,4059}),
deﬁned by the rank-3 primitive permutation representation of de-
gree 4060 of the simple group Ru of Rudvalis on the cosets of the
Ree group 2F4(2) are examined. These codes are obtained from the
row span of the incidence matrices of the neighbourhood designs
of graphs Γ , Γ R , Γ˜ , Γ˜ R , and Γ S deﬁned by the union of the orbits
of 2F4(2) . We prove that dim(C1756) = 29, dim(C2304) = 28, C1756 ⊃
C2304 and Ru acts irreducibly on C2304. Furthermore we have
C1755 = C2305 = C4059 = V4060(F2), Aut(D1755) = Aut(D1756) =
Aut(D2304) = Aut(D2305) = Aut(C1756) = Aut(C2304) = Ru while
Aut(D4059) = Aut(C1755) = Aut(C2305) = Aut(C4059) = S4060. We
also determine the weight distribution of C1756 and C2304 and that
of their duals. For each word wl of weight l, in the codes CΓ1756
or C2304 we determine the stabilizer (Ru)wl , and some primitive
designs held by particular codewords.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The simple group Ru of Rudvalis is one the 26 sporadic simple groups. It has a rank-3 primitive
permutation representation of degree 4060 which can be used to construct a strongly regular graph
Γ with parameters v = 4060, k = 1755, λ = 730 and μ = 780 or its complement a strongly regular
Γ˜ = (4060,2304,1328,1280) graph. The stabilizer of a vertex u in this representation is a maximal
subgroup isomorphic to the Ree group 2F4(2) producing orbits {u}, 1, 2 of lengths 1, 1755, and
2304 respectively. The regular graphs Γ , Γ˜ , Γ R , Γ˜ R , Γ S are constructed from the sets 1, 2,
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J. Moori, B.G. Rodrigues / Journal of Algebra 372 (2012) 702–710 703{u} ∪ 1, {u} ∪ 2, and 1 ∪ 2, respectively. If A denotes an adjacency matrix for Γ then B =
J − I − A, where J is the all-one and I the identity 4060× 4060 matrix, will be an adjacency matrix
for the graph Γ˜ on the same vertices. We examine the neighbourhood designs D1755, D1756, D2304,
D2305 and D4059 and corresponding binary codes C1755, C1756, C2304, C2305, and C4059 deﬁned by the
binary row span of A, A + I , B , B + I and A + B respectively. Note that A + I and B + I are adjacency
matrices for the graphs Γ R , Γ˜ R obtained from Γ and Γ˜ , respectively, by including all loops, and thus
referred to as reﬂexive graphs. Since Γ S is the complete graph on 4060 vertices, we do not need
to use Ru to construct it. Also clearly Aut(Γ S ) = Aut(D4059) = Aut(C4059) = S4060. So throughout the
paper we omit discussions on Γ S , D4059 and C4059.
In the theorem given below, we summarize our results; the speciﬁc results relating to the codes
are given as propositions and lemmas in the following sections.
Theorem 1. Let G be the simple Rudvalis group Ru and Γ , Γ˜ , Γ R , Γ˜ R be the regular graphs deﬁned by the
union of the orbits of 2F4(2) , and Ci where i ∈ {1755,1756,2304,2305} be the codes deﬁned by the binary
row span of their adjacency matrices. Then
(i) Aut(D1755) = Aut(D1756) = Aut(D2304) = Aut(D2305) = Aut(C1756) = Aut(C2304) = Ru.
(ii) dim(C1756) = 29, dim(C2304) = 28, C1756 ⊃ C2304 and Ru acts irreducibly on C2304 .
(iii) C1755 = C2305 = V4060(F2).
(iv) Aut(C1755) = Aut(C2305) = S4060 .
Note that Theorem 1(i) implies that Aut(Γ ) = Aut(Γ R) = Aut(Γ˜ ) = Aut(Γ˜ R) = Ru. The proof of the
theorem follows from a series of lemmas in Sections 7, 6, 8, and 9 respectively. We will show that the
codes C1756 and C2304 are of types [4060,29,1756]2 and [4060,28,1792]2, respectively. Moreover,
C1756 = 〈C2304,j 〉 = C2304 ∪ {w + j : w ∈ C2304} = C2304 ⊕ 〈j〉,
where j denotes the all-ones vector. Let Wl denote the set of all codewords of C1756 of weight l and
let Al be the size of Wl , that is |Wl| = Al . Then clearly Wl + {j} = W4060−l ⊂ C1756 and |Wl| = Al =
|W4060−l| = A4060−l . We ﬁnd the weight distributions of C1756 and that of C2304. The structure of the
stabilizers (Ru)wl , for all non-zero weight l, where wl ∈ C1756 is a codeword of weight l (see Table 3)
is determined in Section 9. The weight distributions and the structures of the stabilizers (Ru)wl for
C2304 follows clearly from those of C1756.
The paper is organized as follows: after a brief description of our terminology and some back-
ground, Section 5 outlines the construction of graphs, designs and codes, and in Sections 6, 7, 8,
and 9 we present our results.
2. Terminology and notation
Our notation will be standard, and it is as in [1] and ATLAS [4]. For the structure of groups and
their maximal subgroups we follow the ATLAS notation. The groups G.H , G : H , and G ·H denote a
general extension, a split extension and a non-split extension respectively. For a prime p, the symbol
pn denotes an elementary abelian group of that order. If p is an odd prime, p1+2n+ and p1+2n− denote
the extraspecial groups of order p1+2n and exponent p or p2 respectively.
Terminology for graphs is standard: the graphs, G = (V , E) with vertex set V and edge set E , are
undirected and the degree of a vertex is the number of edges containing the vertex. A graph is regular
if all the vertices have the same degree; a regular graph is strongly regular of type (n,k, λ,μ) if it
has n vertices, degree k, and if any two adjacent vertices are together adjacent to λ vertices, while
any two non-adjacent vertices are together adjacent to μ vertices. A rank-3 graph is a graph that
admits an automorphism group which is transitive on the vertices, edges, and nonedges. Note that any
rank-3 graph is a strongly regular graph. The converse is not always true. The complementary graph
of a strongly regular graph with parameters (n,k, λ,μ) is a strongly regular graph with parameters
(n,n−k−1,n−2k+μ−2,n−2k+λ). The neighbourhood design of a regular graph is the 1-design
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of a vertex, for each vertex. The code of a graph Γ over a ﬁnite ﬁeld F is the row span of an adjacency
matrix A over the ﬁeld F , denoted by CF (Γ ) or CF (A). The dimension of the code is the rank of the
matrix over F , also written rankp(A) if F = Fp , in which case we will speak of the p-rank of A
or Γ , and write Cp(Γ ), Cp(A) or simply CΓ for the code. A connected strongly regular graph has
diameter 2. If v and w are vertices of a connected strongly regular graph Γ such that d(v,w) = i,
i = 0,1,2, then the number pij of neighbours of w whose distance from v is j, j = 0,1,2, are the
intersection numbers of Γ . The 3 × 3-matrix with entries pij , i, j = 0,1,2, is called the intersection
matrix of Γ . The weight enumerator of CΓ is deﬁned as WCΓ (x) =
∑n
i=0 Aixi , where Ai denotes the
number of codewords of weight i in CΓ . The dual code CΓ ⊥ is the orthogonal complement under the
standard inner product (,), i.e. CΓ ⊥ = {v ∈ Fn | (v, c) = 0 for all c ∈ CΓ }. A code CΓ is self-orthogonal
if CΓ ⊆ CΓ ⊥ and it is self-complementary if it contains the all-one vector. The all-one vector will
be denoted by 1, and is the constant vector of weight the length of the code. A binary code CΓ is
doubly-even if all codewords of CΓ have weight divisible by four. Two linear codes of the same length
and over the same ﬁeld are isomorphic if they can be obtained from one another by permuting
the coordinate positions. An automorphism of a code CΓ is an isomorphism from CΓ to CΓ . The
automorphism group will be denoted by Aut(CΓ ).
3. Preliminary results
The designs and codes in this paper come from the following construction, described in [7, Propo-
sition 1] and corrected in [9]. See also [8]:
Result 2. Let G be a ﬁnite primitive permutation group acting on the set Ω of size n. Let α ∈ Ω , and
let  = {α} be an orbit of the stabilizer Gα of α. If B = {g | g ∈ G} and, given δ ∈ , E = {{α, δ}g |
g ∈ G}, then D = (Ω,B) forms a symmetric 1-(n, ||, ||) design. Further, if  is a self-paired orbit
of Gα then Γ = (Ω,E) is a regular connected graph of valency ||, D is self-dual, and G acts as an
automorphism group on each of these structures, primitive on vertices of the graph, and on points
and blocks of the design.
In fact one can use any union of orbits of a point-stabilizer in this construction, and this is the
approach that we will adopt in the paper. The above construction has been applied by the authors to
various sporadic groups, for example see [10–12].
4. The Rudvalis group Ru
In this section we give a brief but complete overview of the Rudvalis group Ru. For more infor-
mation on the Rudvalis group we refer the reader to [4, p. 126] or [15, Section 5.9.3]. The simple
group Ru of Rudvalis is the automorphism group of a certain 28-dimensional lattice over Z[i]. There
is a monomial group of type (26 : U3(3)) : 2 ∼= 26 · G2(2) which may be constructed by taking the 28
non-zero isotropic vectors in a unitary 3-space over F9. The square of a non-zero element a ∈ F9 is
a fourth root of unit which can be lifted to the complex number a[2] = ±1 or ±i. The Rudvalis group
can be described as the automorphism group of a regular graph Γ of degree 1755 or Γ˜ of degree
2304 on 4060 vertices. The vertex stabilizer is 2F4(2) , and in the degree 1755 case the stabilizer of
a pair of non-adjacent vertices is L2(25) · 22. The stabilizer of an edge is a non-maximal subgroup
isomorphic to 21+4+6 · 5 · 4 contained in the centralizer of an involution of shape 21+4+6S5. The or-
bit of length 1755 corresponds to the points of generalized octagon for 2F4(2) . Two points are joined
in the graph when they are perpendicular in the 26-dimensional natural representation of 2F4(2) . In
the degree 2304 case, the vertices of the graph are the minimal vectors considered modulo the unit
scalar factors ±1, ±i. These have norm 4; a vertex is joined (inner product ±1, or ±i) to 2304 others
or is disjoined (orthogonal) to the remaining 1755. Four mutually orthogonal vertices form a quartet
if any further vertex orthogonal to three of them is orthogonal to the fourth. Modulo 1+ i the lattice
yields a 28-dimensional orthogonal representation over F2 in which many of the vector stabilizers are
maximal subgroups.
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Maximal subgroups of Ru.
No. Max. sub. Deg. No. Max. sub. Deg.
1 2F4(2) 4060 9 L2(29) 11980800
2 (26 : U33) : 2 188500 10 52 : 4S5 12160512
3 (22×Sz(8)) : 3 417600 11 3· A6 · 22 33779200
4 23+8 : L3(2) 424125 12 5+1+2 : [25] 36481536
5 U3(5) : 2 579072 13 L2(13) : 2 66816000
6 2·24+6 : S5 593775 14 A6 ·22 101337600
7 L2(25) · 22 4677120 15 5 : 4× A5 121605120
8 A8 7238400
Result 3. (See Wilson [14].) The Rudvalis simple group Ru has just ﬁfteen conjugacy classes of maxi-
mal subgroups, as follows:
(A) Four classes of 2-local subgroups:
2 · 24+6 : S5, 23+8 : L3(2),
(
26 : U3(3)
) : 2, (22 × Sz(8)) : 3.
(B) Four classes of odd-local subgroups:




, 5 : 4× A5, 52 : 4S5.
(C) Seven classes of non-local subgroups:
A6 · 22, A8, L2(25) · 22, L2(29), L2(13) : 2, U3(5) : 2, 2F4(2).
The primitive representations referred to in Result 3 are listed in Table 1. The ﬁrst column gives
the ordering of the primitive representations as given by Magma [2,3] (or the ATLAS [4]) and as used
in our computations; the second gives the maximal subgroups; the third gives the degree (the number
of cosets of the point stabilizer).
5. The graphs, designs and codes
Observe from Result 3 and Table 1 that there is just one class of maximal subgroups of Ru of
index 4060. The stabilizer of a vertex u in this representation is a maximal subgroup isomorphic
to 2F4(2) , producing orbits {u}, 1, and 2 of lengths 1, 1755 and 2304 respectively. The regular
graphs Γ,Γ R , Γ˜ , Γ˜ R are constructed from the sets 1, {u}∪1, 2 and {u}∪2, respectively. Notice
that the orbit containing a single element, has been omitted, as it would produce a trivial design.
The binary codes C1755, C1756, C2304, C2305 whose properties we will be examining are obtained as
described below.
• The rows of an adjacency matrix A for Γ give the blocks of the neighbourhood design of Γ which
we will denote D1755. Notice that D1755 is a self-dual symmetric 1-(4060,1755,1755) design. We
write C1755 to denote the binary code spanned by the rows of D1755.
• From the rows of an adjacency matrix A + I of the reﬂexive graph Γ R we obtain the self-dual
symmetric 1-(4060,1756,1756) design D1756, and the binary code C1756.
• The rows of an adjacency matrix B for Γ˜ yield the neighbourhood 1-(4060,2304,2304) design
D2304. This is a self-dual symmetric design, and the binary row span of gives the code C2304.
• From the rows of an adjacency matrix B + I of the reﬂexive graph Γ˜ R we get the self-dual
symmetric 1-(4060,2305,2305) design D2305. We write C2305 to denote the binary code of D2305.
The Rudvalis group Ru acts on each of these graphs, designs and codes and it is always the full
automorphism group. In the sequel, when necessary we will use the graphs and their corresponding
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Sections 6, 7, 8 we deal with these designs and respective binary codes.
6. DesignsD1755 andD2305
In Lemma 4 below we examine the properties of the designs Di , and of their binary codes Ci
spanned by the rows of the incidence matrices of each Di .
Lemma 4. Let G be the Rudvalis group Ru and Di and Ci where i ∈ {1755,2305,4059} be the designs and
binary codes constructed from the primitive rank-3 permutation action of G on the cosets of 2F4(2) . Then
(i) Aut(D1755) = Aut(D2305) = Ru and D1755 is the unique point-primitive and ﬂag-transitive symmetric
design on 4060 points.
(ii) C1755 = C2305 = V4060(F2).
(iii) Aut(C1755) = Aut(C2305) = S4060 .
Proof. (i) The deﬁnition of Ω and B emerges from Result 2, and from this it is clear that G ⊆
Aut(D1755). It follows from Result 2, and also from the ATLAS [4, p. 126] that G acts primitively
on both Ω and B of degree |Ω| = |B| = 4060, and the stabilizer of a vertex u (point) has exactly
three orbits in Ω . Hence Gu ﬁxes setwise each of {u}, 1 and Ω \ (1 ∪ {u}) = 2 and these are all
possible Gu-orbits. This shows that D1755 is a point primitive, symmetric 1-design. It remains to show
that G = Aut(D1755). Now G ⊆ Aut(D1755) ⊆ S4060, so Aut(D1755) is a primitive permutation group on
Ω of degree 4060. Moreover, Aut(D1755)u must ﬁx 1 setwise, and hence Aut(D1755)u also has orbits
of lengths 1, 1755, and 2304 in Ω . The only primitive group of degree 4060, such that Aut(D1755)u
can have orbit lengths 1, 1755, and 2304 is Ru, see [6, Theorem 18]. Hence G = Aut(D1755). Since
D2305 = D˜1755, we deduce that Aut(D2305) = Aut(D1755) = Ru. Recall that there is a unique class of
maximal subgroups of Ru of type 2F4(2) . Now, given a subgroup K in that class, its normalizer is twice
bigger in Ru, meaning that there are exactly two subgroups 2F4(2) that contain K , and so we derive
a contradiction. Thus, we conclude that there is a unique 1-(4060,1755,1755) symmetric design in-
variant under Ru, and since the block stabilizer acts transitively on the points of the block the claim
on ﬂag-transitivity holds.
(ii) For p = 2, the row span of D1755 and D2305, respectively, yield the full space V4060(F2). That
is
C1755 = C2305 = V4060(F2).
(iii) Since Aut(V4060(F2)) = S4060, we have
Aut(C1755) = Aut(C2305) = S4060. 
7. The code of the graph Γ R
The rows of an adjacency matrix A + I for the reﬂexive graph Γ R give the blocks of the design
D1756. In Lemma 5 we determine the automorphism group of this design, and in Lemma 6 we exam-
ine some of the properties of its binary code C1756.
Lemma 5. For Ru of degree 4060, the automorphism group of the graph Γ R or design D1756 is a non-abelian
ﬁnite simple group of order 145926144000. Moreover this group is isomorphic to the simple sporadic group
Ru.
Proof. This follows readily by computations with Magma. 
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The code C1756 is self-orthogonal doubly-even. Its dual is a [4060,4031,4]2 code. Moreover, j ∈ C1756 .
Proof. It is clear that the rows of the adjacency matrix of Γ R generate C1756 (this is also the case
if we regard the adjacency matrix for Γ R as the incidence matrix for the 1-(4060,1756,1756) de-
sign D1756) and by Lemma 5 we have Aut(D1756) = Ru. Furthermore, direct calculations reveal that
|Aut(D1756)| = |Aut(C1756)|, thus we have Aut(C1756) ∼= Ru. Now, using the fact that the block size of
D1756 is divisible by four, i.e. 1756 ≡ 0 (mod 4) and that all block intersection numbers are even (in
fact two distinct blocks intersect either in 780 or 732 points), we have that the design D1756 is self-
orthogonal. Thus, the rows of the block-point incidence matrix of D1756 span a self-orthogonal binary
code of length 4060 namely C1756. Since the incidence vectors of the blocks of the design span the
code, and the vectors have weight 1756, we deduce that C1756 is doubly-even. In fact Magma gives
the weight enumerator which is listed below.
WC1756 = 1+ 4060x1756 + 188500x1792 + 417600x1820 + 4677120x1952
+ 33779200x1980 + 38001600x1984 + 95597775x2012
+ 95769600x2016 + 95769600x2044 + 95597775x2048
+ 38001600x2076 + 33779200x2080 + 4677120x2108
+ 417600x2240 + 188500x2268 + 4060x2304 + x4060.
Notice that there are 4060 codewords of minimum weight 1756 in C1756. Thus, the incidence
matrix of D1756 is determined by the set of all minimum weight codewords up to a column per-
mutation. In addition note that the blocks of D1756 are of even size, so j meets evenly every
vector of C1756, and thus j ∈ C1756⊥ . From computations with Magma we deduce that the sum
(modulo 2) of all rows of the generator matrix for the code is the all-one vector, hence j ∈ C1756.
That C1756⊥ has minimum weight 4 was found using Magma. The full weight distribution can be
obtained. Notice that w4060 = j ∈ C1756 and that 〈j〉 is a 1-dimensional Ru-invariant subspace of
C1756. Also A4060−l = |{wl + j : wl ∈ C1756}| = |{wl: wl ∈ C1756}| = Al . Direct calculations show that
dim(C1756) = 29 (it will be shown in Lemma 8 that C1756 ⊇ C2304, and that C1756 is in fact C2304
adjoined by the all-one vector), and hence C1756 is a [4060,29,1756]2 code. 
Remark. Notice that the minimum weight 1756 of C1756 is the valency of the graph Γ R , thus the
minimum weight codewords are precisely the rows of the adjacency matrix A + I .
8. The code of the graph ˜Γ
The rows of an adjacency matrix B for the graph Γ˜ gives the blocks of the neighbourhood design
D2304. In Lemma 7 below we determine the automorphism group of this design. Further, in Lemma 8
we examine the properties of its binary code C2304.
Lemma 7. For Ru of degree 4060, the automorphism group of the designD2304 is isomorphic to the group Ru.
Proof. Since D2304 = D˜1756, we have Aut(D2304) = Aut(D˜1756) = Aut(D1756). Now the proof follows
from Lemma 5. 
It should now be clear that an adjacency matrix for the graph Γ˜ is also an incidence matrix for
the neighbourhood design D2304. The reader will notice that in the sequel we use either structures
interchangeably. We will see an instance of this interplay in the proof of Lemma 8 where we exam-
ine the binary code C2304 = [4060,28,1792]2 spanned by the rows of the adjacency matrix of the
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graph Γ˜ . In that lemma we establish some of the properties of C2304, and show that this code is in
fact the unique irreducible 28-dimensional module invariant under the Rudvalis group.
Lemma 8. The group Ru is the automorphism group of C2304 . The code C2304 is self-orthogonal doubly-even,
with minimum weight 1792. Its dual is a [4060,4032,4]2 . Moreover, Ru acts irreducibly on C2304 as an F2-
module, C2304 ⊂ C1756 , and Aut(C2304) = Ru.
Proof. We will use the strong regularity of Γ˜ to show that the code C2304 is self-orthogonal. Notice
ﬁrst that C2304 is obtained from the strongly regular graph Γ˜ with parameters (4060,2304,1328,





It can be seen from Fig. 1 that if we ﬁx a vertex v in Γ˜ we can divide the remaining vertices into
two sets, namely Γ˜ ′ of size 2304 and Γ˜ ′′ of size 1755, with Γ˜ ′ being the set of vertices adjacent to
v, and Γ˜ ′′ the set of vertices non-adjacent to v. Now, from the second column of the above matrix we
deduce that each vertex in Γ˜ ′ is adjacent to v and to 1328 other vertices in Γ˜ ′ , thus to 975 vertices
in Γ˜ ′′ while from the third column shows that a vertex in Γ˜ ′′ is adjacent to 1280 vertices in Γ˜ ′ ,
and so to 1024 vertices in Γ˜ ′′ . The structure of the graph and the orbit joins are summarized in the
following diagram.
The valency 2304 ensures that generating codewords have length zero (mod 2) and the 1328 and
the 1280 ensure that (i) any two generating codewords have an even number of non-zero entries in
common, and (ii) that any two generating codewords are orthogonal to one another. Hence C2304 is
self-orthogonal, and since all non-zero codewords have weights divisible by 4, it follows that C2304 is
doubly-even. Moreover, the blocks of D2304 are of even size, so j meets evenly every vector of C2304,
so j ∈ C2304⊥ . It can be deduced from [5, Section 3] that the 2-rank of Γ˜ is 28, and so the dimension
of C2304 follows.
We used Magma to calculate the weight enumerator of C2304 which is as follows:
WC2304 = 1+ 188500x1792 + 4677120x1952 + 38001600x1984
+ 95769600x2016 + 95597775x2048 + 33779200x2080
+ 417600x2240 + 4060x2304.
Finally, notice that the 2-modular character table of the group Ru is completely known (see [13])
and it follows from it that the irreducible 28-dimensional F2-representation is unique. Moreover, 28 is
the smallest dimension for any non-trivial irreducible F2-module invariant under Ru. Using the above
weight distribution, we can easily see that C2304 does not contain an invariant subspace of dimen-
sion 1. If C2304 were reducible, it would contain an invariant irreducible subspace E of dimension d
where 1  d  27, which is not possible. Hence C2304 is irreducible and must be isomorphic to the
28-dimensional F2-module on which Ru acts irreducibly. Further, notice that D1756 is the comple-
ment of D2304, so the inclusion follows as C1756 is C2304 adjoined by the j vector. Finally we can also
use this fact to show that Aut(C2304) = Ru. Clearly Ru sits in Aut(C2304). If α ∈ Aut(C2304), then since
α(j) = j and C1756 = 〈C2304, j〉, we have α ∈ Aut(C1756). So that Aut(C2304) ⊆ Aut(C1756). Now, order
arguments and Lemma 6 show that Aut(C2304) = Ru. 
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Stabilizer in Ru of a word wi .
i (Ru)wi Maximality
1792 (26 : U3(3) : 2) Yes
1952 L2(25) · 22 Yes
1984 26 : A5 No
2080 3 · A6 · 22 Yes
2240 (22 × Sz(8)) : 3 Yes
2304 2F4(2) Yes
9. Stabilizer in Ru of a word wi of weight i
Due to symmetry (since j ∈ C1756) we will only consider the action of Ru on the code C2304. In
fact, the structures of the stabilizers of the codewords of C1756 can be described by means of the
stabilizers of the codewords of C2304. Thus, let wi be a word of weight i in C2304, in this section we
determine the structures of (Ru)wi i.e., the stabilizers of wi in Ru. These are listed in Table 2. Also,
for each wi , we take the support of wi and orbit its image under the action of G = Ru to form the
blocks of the 1-(4060, i,ki) designs Dwi , where ki = |(wi)G | × i4060 . Information on these designs is
listed in Table 3.
Proposition 9, which follows, deals with the action of Ru on the words of C2304. Since Ru acts
as an automorphism group of C2304 we consider this action and determine the structure of (Ru)wi
where i is in L, with L as deﬁned below.
Let L = {1792,1952,2080,2240,2304} and L = {1984,2016,2048}. For i ∈ L ∪ L we deﬁne Wi =
{wi ∈ C2304 | wt(wi) = i}, with wt(wi) denoting the weight of the word wi , and let |Wi | = |Ai |. We
show in Proposition 9 that (Ru)wi is a maximal subgroup of Ru, for all i ∈ L. Also, for wi ∈ Wi we
take the support of wi and orbit that under Ru to form the blocks of the 1-designs Dwi . We show
that Ru acts primitively on Dwi , for all i ∈ L.
Proposition 9. Let i ∈ L and wi ∈ Wi. Then (Ru)wi is a maximal subgroup of Ru. Furthermore Ru is primitive
onDwi for each i.
Proof. Let i ∈ L with L is a described above. Our computations show that wiRu = Wi . Therefore each
Wi forms an orbit under the action of Ru and thus Ru is transitive on each Wi . For wi ∈ Wi we
construct (Ru)wi as a permutation group inside Ru. Furthermore, we determine its structure by com-
puting its composition factors. We deduce that for i ∈ L we have (Ru)wi ∈ {2F4(2) , (26 : U3(3) : 2),
(22 × Sz(8)) : 3, L2(25) : 22, 3·A6 · 22}. By the transitivity of Ru on the code coordinates, the code-
words of Wi form a 1-design Dwi with Ai blocks. This implies that Ru is transitive on the blocks of
Dwi for each wi and since (Ru)wi is a maximal subgroup of Ru, we deduce that Ru acts primitively
on Dwi . 
Remark. Note that if i ∈ L and wi ∈ Wi . Then (Ru)wi is not necessarily a maximal subgroup of Ru. In
Table 2, for i = 1984 we have (Ru)w1984 ∼= 26 : A5 which is not a maximal subgroup Ru.
10. Observations
(i) In Table 2 the ﬁrst column represents the words of weight i and the second column represents
the stabilizer in Ru of a codeword wi of Wi . In the ﬁnal column we test the maximality of (Ru)wi in
Ru.
(ii) In Table 3 the ﬁrst column represents the words of weight i and the second column gives the
structure of the designs Dwi which were deﬁned in Section 9. In the third column we list the number
of blocks of Dwi . We test the primitivity for the action of Ru on Dwi in the ﬁnal column.
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1-designs Dwi from Ru.
i Dwi No. of blocks Primitivity
1792 1-(4060,1792,83200) 188500 Yes
1952 1-(4060,1952,2248704) 4677120 Yes
1984 1-(4060,1984,18570240) 38001600 No
2080 1-(4060,2080,17305600) 33779200 Yes
2240 1-(4060,2240,230400) 417600 Yes
2304 1-(4060,2304,2304) 4060 Yes
11. Concluding remarks
In the paper we uncover many interesting links between combinatorial designs, graphs, groups,
codes and modular representation theory. We show that C2304 is irreducible when regarded as a Ru-
invariant F2-module. Moreover, we show that the stabilizers of several sets of codewords are maximal
subgroups of the automorphism group. Thus, some designs are primitive.
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